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OWNERS 
UPDATE

Summary

March had increasing bookings for the Marsden Viaduct Hotel with the hotel again having
90% to 100% occupancy on weekends. Mid-week is now increasing with bookings from
corporate/business travellers and a few leisure guests. We look forward to the government’s
next announcement changing the Covid Protection Framework from the red setting down to
orange which should stimulate more confidence in the domestic market to make bookings.

We begin April with 25% forward bookings for the month. April has both the Easter weekend
and two weeks of school holidays which can often at times affect Auckland city bookings
while families head to the regions however bookings are remaining steady. By the end of the
month, we will have all rooms available to book. Feedback from guests continues to be
positive and we are starting to see corporate and leisure guests return for future stays which
is encouraging.

Regards
Sajad Bassam
Executive Director 

MARCH 2022
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Key points

55 rooms are in action and selling in the market. The final rooms are almost finished and we will be
ready to take bookings for those rooms by the end of April. (Awaiting furniture fixtures and
equipment)

The temporary Wi-Fi router solution is working without too many issues. Chorus has been
contacted and are on an action plan to have permanent internet to Marsden Rooms and awaiting a
reply from Body Corporate for approval. (third visit and waiting for an option to be approved)

The issue with fixing the air conditioning units in all rooms has now been resolved and all are
cleaned and repaired with a regular maintenance plan in place.

The month of March had a significant rise in sales with the increase in hotel occupancy on
weekends and the weekdays are picking up as local businesses and corporates are finding us. This
month (April) has started off with 25% occupancy booked which is a good start. 

Amazing and positive feedback has been received from guests regarding service and facilities and
most are returning on a regular basis. (See following pages).

New signage is in place for both for the carparking spaces and office area. We have been adding
further amenities to the guest rooms to bring them to a 5 star standard and are raising our rates
accordingly.

The Nespresso coffee machines and the floor and desk lamps for the rooms have arrived. The
Lenovo alarm clocks are proving popular with our guests with wireless charging capability and
plenty of features.

 The government announced the removal of isolation requirements to enter the country from
11:59pm 1 May 2022. The following vaccinated people can enter New Zealand and self-test on
arrival. Visitors from countries who do not need a visa (visa waiver visitors). Visitors from other
countries who already hold a valid visitor visa.

 From October 2022 the border reopens and normal visa processing resumes for all categories,
including visitor and student visas, unless the visa is closed or paused.                    

Border exceptions will be phased out. See https://www.immigration.govt.nz/about-us/covid-
19/border-closures-and-exceptions/border-entry-requirements

https://www.immigration.govt.nz/about-us/covid-19/border-closures-and-exceptions/border-entry-requirements
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Photo gallery
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Photo gallery
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Booking statistics

Booking.com is the leading source of OTA business for the hotel followed by Air BnB.
We now have received our Super Host badge on Air BnB. We are now on social media
websites like Facebook for weekly promotions and lastminute deals.

All Online Travel Agent channels OTA’s are performing well and GDS (Global Distribution
System) for Travel Agent bookings are ready and live.

Online Travel Agent Statistics
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Guest reviews

Through guest interactions we have seen a lot of guests staying with us to celebrate either
birthdays, anniversary or some other special event. Our team has been prepped to cater
for these guests accordingly.
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Guest reviews


